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Abstract
The Distributed Custodial Archival Preservation
Environments (DCAPE) [1] project is a proof-ofconcept of the viability of a distributed custodial
preservation approach as a production service using
iRODS [2]. The DCAPE partnership is comprised of 32
people across 10 institutions, as well as doctoral and
graduate students. These partners include technologists,
librarians, and archivists from computer science
research, state libraries, and state, university, and
cultural archives. In the first phase of this project, the
project team created an initial set of 26 iRODS rules for
use by the DCAPE archivists and administrators. We
based these rules on the stated needs of the partner
organizations and the standards developed to determine
trustworthiness by the ISO Mission Operations
Information Management System repository assessment
criteria (ISO MOIMS-RAC) group [3,4]. Within the
DCAPE project, the iRODS infrastructure serves two
critical functions: (1) it validates the trustworthiness of
the repository through the enactment of ISO-MOIMScompliant policies; and, (2) it enables the distributed
auditable administration of the repository through the
invocation of iRODS rules.
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1. Introduction
iRODS is extensible; rules may be added or deleted
as needed by archivists and administrators. These rules
are machine-actionable policies; that is, a repository
administrator may enforce written policies at the
machine level by re-writing the policies as code that can
be read by the iRODS rule engine. These policies may
also be enforced across a distributed environment,
which provides a method for archivists in disparate
locations to manage their records. The rule engine is
dynamic; the rules may be installed or removed as the
needs of the repository administrators change.
In the first phase of the 2-½ year DCAPE project,
the team developed an initial set of 26 capabilities,
based on the standards developed by the ISO MOIMSRAC group. These capabilities include rules that
manage Open Archival Information Systems (OAIS)
compatible SIPs, AIPs, DIPs, identifiers, audit and
security information, and enforce policies and service

level agreements (SLAs), among others. The goal is to
converge towards a set of fundamental building blocks
necessary to create a distributed, trustworthy archival
production system.
Preservation-as-a-Service (PaaS) is a potential
business model that may prove viable as the
technologies involved have become commodities and
the availability of significant amounts of storage is
common. Alongside bandwidth costs, the overhead
associated with the management of preservation policy
has become a limiting factor when dealing with large
datasets. DCAPE aims to reduce this overhead and
provide an archivist-level interface into a very powerful
system.
In this poster, we describe the rationale for creating
the DCAPE project, what we have accomplished so far,
what we have learned, and what our future work on the
project will entail.
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